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PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM:

Technical Reports

Center for the Study of Writing
University of California, Berkeley

Carnegie Mellon University

I. Research in Writing: ru,t, Present and Future. $3.50
S.W. Freedman, A.H. Dyson, L. Flower and W. Chafe

This paper discusses the past twenty years of writing research, reviewing relevant research
in order to posit a social-cognitive theory of writing and the teaching and learning of writing.
The authors provide a constructive rationale for the research mission of the Center for the
Study of Writing.

2. Upintentional Helping in the Primary Grades: Wriling in the
Children's World.
kH. Dyson

Dyson explores children's classroom social lives, as revealed during journal time in a first/
second grade class. Her analysis of peer social interactions shows such interactions to be key
in contributing to and nurturing the skills and values associated with literacy.

3. A ()cNI Girl Writes Like a Good Girl: Written Reponse and Clues
to the Thaehingitoming,Process.
M. Sperling and S.W. Freedman

Sperling and Freedman present a case srudy of a high achieving student in a ninth-grade
English class, exploring and analyzing sources of the student's misunderstanding of teacher
wrinm response to her writing. They uncover a complexity of strategies that lie behind the
misunderstanding, reflecting the information, skills, and values that teacher and student
bring to the writing process.

4. Bistorical Qvgrview: Gtpups in the Writine Classtoom.
A. DiPardo and S.W. Freedman

In a review of research on the use of peer groups in the classroomwith a focus on peer
response groups in the writing classDiPardo and Freedman discuss the role of groups in the
collaborative process of language learning. They suggest directions for future research on
collaborative learning in general and on groups in writing classrooms in particular.

$3.03

$3.00

$3.00

5. &wet:ties of bplign and Written Lanuagg. $3.00
W. Chafe and 3. Danielewiez

Chafe and Danielewicz discuss important linguigic features that characterize different types
of spoken and written language, from dinner conversations to academic papers. Taking into
account the cognitive and social demands made on speakers, listeners, writers and readers in
their interactions with one another, they analyze the reasons for these language differences.

6. Me of Task Representation_ in Reading-to-Write.
L. Flower

In a study of college writers, Flower looks at the ways different writers interpret a "standard"
writing task. In analyzing their reading and writing strategies, Flower demonstrates how
students construct significantly different representations of a task, which leads to
differences in their texts and their writing process.

$3.00



A Sisyphean Task: Historical Perspectives on the Relationship
13e1ween Writing_andReading Instruction.
G. Clifford (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading.)

Using perspectives drawn from American educational and social history, Clifford identifies
five historical forces and probes their interacting influence on English language education-
the democratization of schooling, the professionalization of educators, technological change,
the functionalist or pragmatic character of American culture, and liberationist ideologies.

$3.50

8. Writing and geading in the Classroom. $3.00
J. Britton (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading.)

9.

Britton explores the classroom as an environment for literacy and literacy learning. He
discusses ways in which teachers have developed strategies for encouraging children to learn
to write-and-readactivities that have often been dissociated in classrooms but that together
create a literacy learning environment.

Vision of Learning to Write.
A.H. Dyson

Looking in depth at tine first graders during classroom journal time, Dyson explores the
interconnections of the children's speaking, writing, and drawing as indications of their
developing acquisition of written language. Her analysis reveals the complexity of the
writing acquisition process, as the three symbol systems intexact in different ways for the
different students.

$3.00

10. Movement jnto Wojd IleAdinz and Spetljng. $3.00
L.C. Eliri (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading.)

Drawing on studies of the role of spelling in the reading process, Ehri discusses ways in which
spelling contributes to the development of reading and, conversely, how reading contributes
to spelling development. The role of writing in reading and spelling development is also
discussed.

11. Punctuation and the Prosody of WritteaLanggage. $3.00
W. Chafe

Prosodyrises and falls in pitch, accents, pauses. rhythms, variations in voice qualitywhile a
salient feature of spoken language, is not fully represented in written language. Reporting on
a study of younger and older readers, Chafe explores the relationship between what he calls
the covert prosody of writing and the principal device that writers use in order to make it at
least partially overt, the devise of punctuation.

12. Peer Response Groups in Two Ninth-Grade Classrooms. $3.00
S.W. Freedman

Freedman looks at peer response groups in two ninth-ga-ade college preparatory classrooms.
Her analysis of the students' face-to-face interactions reveals how students approach the
substance and form of their writing, self- and other-evaluation, problem-solving, and
audience awareness.

13. Writing and Reading; The Transactional Theory. $3.00
L. Rosenblau (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading.)

This report focuses on some epistemologically-based concepts relevant to the comparison
of the reading and writing process which Rosenblatt believes merit fuller study and
application in teaching and research.



14. National Surveys Qf Suceessfuj Teachers of Writing and Their
itudents: The linked Kingdom and the Unitedltates
S.W. Freedman and A. McLeod

For this study, Freedman and McLeod collected self-report survey data from successful
elementary and second: 7 teachers of writing and from a sample of secondary students
in the U.K. to parallel Freedman's 198'7 U.S. survey data. Based on these surveys, this
report compares the teaching and learning of writing in the two countries, focusing on
what occurs inside classrooms as writing gets taught and learned.

15. Negotiating Among_Multinte Worlds:_ The Space/Time
Dimensior1s0 Young Children's Composing
A.H. Dyson

In this examination of the drawing, talking, and writing of kindergarteners, first-, and
second-graders, Dyson focuses on children's growing awareness of text time and space
as they develop as authors of fictional prose. This study questions the developmental
appropriateness of traditional assumptions about "embedded" and "disembedded" language
and about "narrative" and "expository" prose.

16. flow the Writing Cpmext_Shapes College Students'
SIMCgiCALCQL.-Wiiiing.fmnilmacs
J. Nelson and J.R. Hayes

This study explores processes college students use to write assigned research papers.
It examines the skills and assumptions that freshmen and more advanced college students
bring to the tasks of selecting paper topics, finding and selecting sources of information.
and developing an organizing structure and thesis for their papers.

17. Written Rhetorical Syntheses: Processes and Products
M. Kantz

Addressing the ways in which college students synthesize source material when they write
research papers, Kantz presents case study analyses of the composing processes and written
products of three undergraduates. supplemented by quantitative analyses of a group of seventeen
undergraduate research papers. From this analysis, she offers a tentative model of a
synthesizing process.

$3.50

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

18. Rgadets as Writert Conmosing frwn Sources $3.00
N.N. Spivey and J.R. King

Extending research on writing processes as well as reading processes. this study examines the
report-writing of sixth, eighth, and tenth graders, as accomplished and less accomplished
readers work with source texts and compose their own new texts. Analyses reveal composing
patterns connected not only to grade level but to reading ability as well.

Occasional Papers

1. Jrnerpretive Acts Cognit;on and the Construction of Discourse $3.00
L. Flower

This paper discusses the cognitive processes which make reading and writing constructive
(and intentional) acts. Flower elucidates a cognitive framework for understanding the acts of
reading and writing, contrasting it with other familiar frameworks from other disciplines.



2. What Good is Punctuation? $3.00
W. Chafe

4.

Based on Chafe's study of punctuation and the prosody of written language, this paper
discusses ways that punctuation reflects both a reader's and writer's "internal voice." The
paper offers insights for teachers and learners about the assumptions that lie behind the use
of punctuation in writing.

Drawing. Talking and Writing: Rethinking Writing Development $3.00
A.H. Dyson

Based on Dyson's studies of primary grade children engaged in journal writing, this paper
discusses how children move among and negotiate multiple worlds: the text world they
create on paper; the social world that they share with their peers: and the wider experienced
world of people, places, events and things. Children's texts thus become increasingly
embedded in their lives.

L. Flower

Based on a decade of studies of the cognitive processes student and expert writers reveal
while composing text, this paper discusses two interrelated concerns: how writers
come byffind/create their sense of purpose, and whether readers are aware of or are
affected by writers' purposeful text construction.

$3.00

5. Writing and Reading Workin,g Together $3.00
M. Tierney, R. Caplan, L. Ehri, M.K. Healy and M. Hurdlow

Drawing on their teaching experience and research perspectives, the authors discuss specific
classroom practices in which writing and reading work together. They focus on students' social
and personal growth, growth in their learning, development of their critical reading, and
improvements in their writing and reading skills as a result of these practices.

6. /larrative Knowers. Expositoty Knowledge: Discourse as Djalectig
A. DiPardo

DiPardo explores the schism between narrative and exposition and argues that instruction
which fosters a "grand leap" away from narrative into the presumably more grown-up world
of expository prose denies students the development of a complex way of knowing and seeing,
robbing them of critical developmental experience with language.

7. Thfrobjern-Solving Procews of Writers and Readers
A.S. Rosebery. L. Flower, B. Warren,
B. Bowen, B.C. Bruce, M. Kantz and A. Penrose

The authors focus on writing and reading as fonns of problem solving that are shaped by
communicative purpose. They examine the kinds of problems that arise as writers and readers
attempt to communicate with one anotheras writers and readers try to write to a specific
audience, for example, or as readers try to interpret an author's meaningand the strategies
they draw upon to resolve those problems.

8. Writing and Readinin the Community
R. Gundlach, M. Farr and J. Cook-Gumperz

The authors review recent scholarship on writing and reading outside of schoolthat is.
in the community, both at home and in the workplace. They explore writing and reading as
social practices and consider the implications of this social view of literacy outside of school
for writing and reading instruction in school.

$3.50

$3.00

$3.50



9. VI 1,210 O. ig I 4. .

J. Moffett

Moffett discusses the transition from writing personal-experience themes to writing formal
essays. As a framework for understanding this transition, he presents a schema that goups
different writing types and shows their connections. As illustration, he includes examples of
student writing from his anthology series Active Voices.

NWP/CSW Quarterly

The Quarterly, a joint publication of the National Writing Project and the Center for the
Study of Writing, is devoted to issues in research and in practice surrounding the teaching
and learning of writing. The Quarterly is published in January, April, July and October.
A one-year subscription is $6.00.

S3.00



Name
Address

Center for the Study of Writing
University of California, Berkeley

Carnegie Mellon University

Publications Order Form

Technical Reports
illanl

Title Author(s)
,

Price Quant Cost

1. Research in Writing:
Past, Present and Future

S.W. Freedman, A.H. Dyson,
L. flower, & W. Chafe ............

$3.50

2. Unintentional Helping in the Primary
Grades: Writin in the Children's World

AIL Dyson $3.00

3. A Good Girl Writes Lile a Good GirI:
Written Re nse and Clues to Learnin

M. Sperling & S.W. Freedman $3.00

4. Historical Overview:
Groups in the Writing Classroom

A. DiPardo & S.W. Freedman $3.00

5. Properties of Spoken
and Written Lan ua e

W. Chafe & I. Danielewicz $3.00

6. The Role of Task Represemation
in Reading-to-Writing

L. Flower $3.00

7. A Sisyphean Task: Historical
Perspectives on Writing and Reading

G. Clifford (A joint report with the
Center for the Study of Reading)

$3.50

8. Writing and Reading in the Classroom J. Briuon (A joint report with the
Center for the Study of Reading)

53.00

9. Individual Differences in Beginning
Com . sin : Learnin to Write

A.H. Dyson $3.00

10. Movement into Word
Reading and Spelling

L.C. Ehri (A joint report with the
Center for the Study of Reading)

$3.00

I I . Punctuation and the Prosody
of Written Language

W. Chafe $3.00

12. Peer Response Groups in
Two Ninth-Grade Classrooms

S.W. Freedman S3.00

13. Writing and Reading:
The Transactional Theory

L. Rosenblatt (A joint report with
the Center for the Study of Readinf)

$3.00

14. National Surveys of Successful Teachers
of Writing and Their Students (US/UK)

S.W. Freedman & A. Mcleod $3.50

15. Negotiating Among Multiple Worlds:
S ace/Time and Children's Com .. sin

A.H. Dyson S3.00

16. College Students' Strategies for
Writing from Sources

I. Nelson & J.R. Hayes $3.00

17. Written Rhetor,eal Syntheses:
Proce;ses and Products

M. Kantz S3.00

18. Readers as Writers Composing
from Sources

N.N. Spivey & J.R. King $3.00

Subtotal



Occasional Papers
Title Author(s) Price Quant Cost

1. Interpretive Acts: Cognition
and the Construction of Discourse

L. Flower $3.00

2. What Good is Punctuation? W. Chafe $3.00

. Drawing, Talking and Writing:
Rethinking Writing Development

A.H. Dyson $3.00

4. The Construction of Purpose
in Writing and Reading

L. Flower $3.00

S. Writing and Reading Working
Together

Ri. Tierney, R. Caplan, L. Ehri,
MX. Healy, & M. Hurd low

S3.00

6. Narrative Knowers, Expository
Knowledge: Discourse as Dialectic

A. Di Pardo $3.50

7. The Problem-Solving Processes of
Writers and Readers

Rosebery, Flower, Warren, Bowen,
Bruce. Kantz. & Penrose

$3.00

8. Writing and Reading
in the Community

R. Gundlach, M. Farr, &
J. Cook-Oumperz

J. Moffeu

$3.50

$3.009. Bnages: From Personal Wming
to the Formal Essay

Journal/Newsletter
The Quarterly (four issues per year) Published by

The National Writing Project &
The Center for the Study of Writing

$6.00

Subtotal

Sales Tax: California residents, please add 6%.
BART area residents: 6.5 .

Alameda County residents: 7%.
TOTAL

NOTE: We do not accept purchase orders or mail out invoices.
Full payment must accompany all orders. Please make your
check or money order payable to "UC Regents." Return your
payment and this form to:

Center for the Study of Writing
School of Education
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
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Freewriting,
personal writing,

and the at-risk reader

Norma Decker Collins

854 Journal ot Reading May 1990

There have been many times in the past 10 years
when I have written to make sense of my life, when I
turned to writing to understand a death inmy family
or to ponder a career change. Always, I began by
writing questions. My goal was to discover what was
"really" on my mind. Over time, I learned to let the
writing talk to me. Finally, I learned to trust it.

I knew if I began to write quickly and freelyand
listened to the voices in my head, I could capture
them on paper and address them one at a time. What
I was doing was freewriting. Freewriting is a genera-
tive process. It is an act that makes thinking con-
scious and visible. The goal is to write for a certain
number of minutes without stopping. The only re-
quirement is to keep writing (Elbow, 1981). Many
writers use freewriting as a prewriting strategy. It is
used to explore ideas, activate ideas, help a writer
find out what sthe knows and feels about a topic.
Often, it is used as a vehicle for additional writing
(Bordner, 1988; Macrorie, 1958).

A recent study conducted in secondary reading
classrooms involved freewriting as a self-contained
activity (Decker, 1989). Students who were in reme-
dial reading classrooms at two high schools in the
Rocky Mountain area began each session of reading
class by writing for 10 minutes.

In a classroom of adolescent disabled readers who
were generally turned off to school, the initial writing
faltered. Many students complained that they could
not think of anything to write. For the first week, the
teacher helped them brainstorm for topics. The stu-
dents jot-listed the things they liked to do and the
things they disliked. They looked around the room
and wrote about the posters on the wall, the quotes
on the chalkhoard, the daily announcements on the

tcord. Within the second week, they stopped
asking, "What shall I write?"

When students were asked what was on their
minds and encouraged to express their thoughts in
writing, they began to explore their inner lives
(Mayher, Lester, & Pradl, 1983; Newkirk, 1985). Be-
cause they knew that the writing was not being
graded or corrected, they relaxed. Whenever the
teacher responded to their writing, sthe wrote com-
ments dealing directly with what the students said in
the writing. They knew that the teacher was as inter-
ested in them as sihe was in their texts.

Students in secondary remedial reading class-
rooms are often students at risk. Many have been
involved in 10 years or more of formal reading instruc-
tion that frequently served as a testing ground for
their self-worth. Most students are in need of an op-
portunity to revalue themselves.

Asking students to write personally, choosing top-

10



ics of interest to them, gives them the message that
they have something worthwhile to say. Students who
write personally and imaginatively learn to solve prob-
terns through writing. The writing serves as a vehicle
for discovery and for self-understanding (Mayher et
al., 1983).

Because adolescence is a time of seff-conscious-
ness, personal writing allows adolescents to explore
their perceptions and feelings. It is an opportunity for
students to think about their own thinking (Newkirk,
1985). Through writing poems, stories, journals, and
freewriting, they gain comfort with written language
and with themselves (Decker, 1989).

The research of Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod,
& Rosen (1975) suggested that language proficiency
is derived from an engagement in writing, talk, read-
ing, and experience rather than through the acquisi-
tion of discrete skills taught in isolation. Personal
writing is an avenue for at-risk students to engage in
pertinent language use. It is a way for the learner to
explore, question, and make sense of the world (May-
her et al., 1983). Language scholar Toby Fulwiler
(1988) described personal writing as that which ap-
proximates talk. Its purpose is to help the writer think,
question, and express himsefterself. Some forms of
personal writing include journals, diaries, rough
drafts, personal letters, notes, and freewriting as a
conclusive act or as part of another mode of writing.

Fulwiler (1988) described a second category of
writing called Imaginative writing. Its purpose is to
create language artfully and playfully. Forms include
song, poetry, drama, fiction, and many others. In the
Decker (1989) study, both imaginative writing and
personal writing emerged when students were invited
to write daily for 10 minutes in high school reading
classrooms.

The third category often mentioned as an addi-
tional mode of writing is expository writing. It typifies
most of the writing students are asked to do in school,
including the term paw; the report, a persuasive
essay, a business letter, as well as other forms.

Personal writing and imaginative writing are often
overlooked in the classroom. Yet, research in reading
and writing supports the inclusion of both categories
in school (Applebee, 1984; Britton et al., 1975;
Forbes, 1976). Personal writing is the natural place
for students to begin their experience with writing
(Kirby & Liner, 1981). It helps students gain fluency
and confidence as writers as well as team about
themselves and their world. Personal writing gives
apprehensive learners a positive experience with
reading and writing.

Writing in remedial reading class is a way for dis-
abled learners to reassess themselves. When stu-
dents in the Decker study perceived reading and

1 1

writing as useful and accessible, their behaviors
changed. Reluctant readers became readers of their
own texts; students who had avoided writing wrote
daily; the interdependency of reading and writing was
established. The result was an increased sense of
self-worth and a better understanding of language.

As a writer, I have experienced the potential for
self-understanding that writing offers. The act of
writing has provided me with Insights I could not
have gleaned elsewhere. Personal writing, imagin-
ative writing, and freewriting are vehicles for self-
expression. For me, they have become tools for
discovery, analysis, and evaluation of my personal
and professional life. The same potential is avail-
able to students in secondary remedial reading
classrooms.
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Portrait of
James Gray

Early in jim Gray's education career, he formed a vision of
"teachers teaching teachers" writing. Fortunately, he persisted
and turned that vision into a reality. Since the National Writing
Project began in 1973 (as the Bay Area Writing Project), it has

touched the lives of nearly a million teachersand Jim is still its
Director. He is also a Senior Lecturer at the University of

California-Berkeley, where he accepted a position in the teacher
education program in 1961.

sually dressed in a sweater and
Uslacks. jim Gray occupies a
small simple office at the Uni-

versity of California-Berkeley, fur-
nished with borrowed Writing Center
furniture. The walls are lined with
pictures of National Writing Project
site directors. certificates of merit, and
plaques. Gray has no doctorate, has
done no major research, and con-
fesses that he stands somewhat in awe
of the enduring teacher-centered local
writing project he created 16 years
ago, now the National Writing Project.
He grants ample credit to dozens of
teachers and professors who have
worked with him over the years, and
particularly to Albert 'tap" Lavin, an
inspiring teacher and Gray's partner in
the early years of the writing project.

The Dawn of a "Revolution"
In 1973, Gray set out, quite simply, to
help solve the local UC-Berkeley
problem of "entering freshmen not
being able to write at the level that
the university required What he was
real.y after was nothing less than **a
revolution in the treatment of teach-
ers." He had long dreamed of a -part-

NovEssER 1989 V o . 4 7 No .

nership between the universities and
the schools, where the universities
can recognize the expertise of the
best classroom teachers." His vision
was to bring together gifted teachers
of writing to reflect on what they
were doing. read whatever was
known about writing, do some writ-
ing of their own and share it with
each other, and then after careful

Pftegimet lersh Hatnappir

training and coaching become
-teachers of teachers ths voice and
eyes lit up when he told me. -The
proiect is revered by classroom
teachers."

But as Gray recalled for me the
period during which his vision first
crystallized. his enthusiasm and pride
shifted to nostalgia. hurt, and finalh
anger. Almost three-and-a-half decades
ago. as a young English teacher in San
Leandro. California, he had worked
hardrummaging on Satur4 .s
through used book stores. building 3
classroom hbrart.. constructing book .

shelves out of apple crates. getting
kids to read and write. and then read
some more After four years. his prin.
cipal asked him to speak to the faculr
about the art of teaching -It was a
shock. this invitation, but it helped me
realize that, indeed. I waS doing some
good things." Soon other teacher
groups sought Gray ls a speaker

Agairtst this backdrop. two English
professors frorn UC-Berkeley visited his
school. trying to figure out why lohnm
couldn't read." among other deficien-
cies. The professors. however well in.
temione d. reeked condescension

6s
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Of the project, one
teacher said, "I've
lerrned more about
teaching writing
from writing than
from anything else."

They didn't know me from Adam. But I
remember their coming to school with
their party line about what we should be
doing. What they said increasinbly tanlded
because they didn't know me, and they
made this autoillatiC condemnation of what
we were doing without knowinp what we
were doing. They never visited my class.
mom, they didn't sec the library I had or
my kids. . They didn't know the impact I
was having. ... It was an early experience,
but ft stuck. It was the initial eaperience
that led to this teachers-teaching-teachers
protect. k wasn't much ... gust an after-
noon talk one day in the '50s by a couple of
academic professors, a couple of English
professors, this stayed with me. k shaped
the way, once I had the opportunity, in
which I would teach teachersnever that
way. I would assume that the best teachers
knew a lot.

From Vision to Reality
The years passed, but that experience
stayed firmly etched in Grays mind.
His own public school teaching expe-
rience began with a near disaster in
Wisconsin, where he had difficulty
with control and cuniculum, but
ended with success in California,
where both areas improved dramati-
callythe result of hard, painstaking
work. Gray worked briefly in 1 com-
munity college, then in 1961, in his
mid-30s, settled at UC-Berkeley's
teacher education program.

The time seemed right to begin
turning his vision into a reality. Gray
had fonned some dear ideu about
what would work to improve the qual-
ity of student writing. Through tedious

observation plus trial and error, he
had also learned what worked in pro-
fessional development. He knew that
the top-clown model did not work.
University profitssors were too re-
moved ftcm the classroom, particu-
lady the elementary CiaSSTOOM, and
they didn't have much practical cape-
rlence with the writing of schoolchil-
dren. But he did want their research
knowledge and their university set-
ting, which provided neutral ground
and time, to set up programs.

In developing the Bay Area Writing
Projectthe precursor to the National
Writing ProjectGray recalled three
staff development programs in English
he had been involved in during the
1960s: a local California program, the
National Defense Education Act Proj-
ect Loglish program, and a state-nm
English Teacher Specialist program.
He reflected on what had, and not,
worked. Gradually, some basic as-
sumptions began to emerge.

For example, the notion that slow,
carefulsometimes even glacialde-
velopment is lasting is a critical feature
in the projea's history. This belief, a
product of his years of staff develop-
ment work, is one that is rooted in
Gray's boyhood. An only child and sn
asthmatic, he had spent much time
alone, puzzling through books, learn-
ing cautiously but accurately how he
best did things and what he liked,
especially during slow summer days
above the ragweed line in Northern
Michigan. Gray also recalled his boy-
hood in Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin, and
the indirect power of Miss Poppam's
hand-selected high school literature
class. In that uncharacteristic class, in
which the students read a different En-
glish novel each week Miss Popp=
had strolled around the room, encour-
aging their reading and writing. On Fri-
days she had set aside time for her
students to discuss their writing with
each other.

Gradually, more fundamental be-
liefs about the protect began to form
for example, that writing teachers
must writebut never an established
curriculum, never a formula for "the
we right way of doing things," and
never, never, the notion that no fir:-
cher evolution could take place. These

assumptions, stated in the modest NWP
brochure, undemird each original and
replicated site and remain simple and
direct (see "Basic Lssumptions").

After the project had been operating
for three years, ft was clear that Gray
was on to something. His commiunent
to the authority of excellent teachers,
the evolution of a successful program,
and the continuous, careful de-lop-
ment of each repltation saved the
project from an empty-minded explo-
sion that would have destroyed its
spirit. Further, Gray never publicized
the project or nzached out to the edu-
cation world in any way other than the
word-of-mouth testimony of teachers.
Professors and teachers in partnership
contacted him, Gray added, by "writ-
ins a letter of inquiry, visiting us,
placing a phone call. I'm very proud of
that. No hucksteringwe wait for the
phone to ring."

Briefly, here's how the program
works. During the school year teach-
ers are selected fur a three- to six-
week summer training session. The
selection committee, made up of
teacher consultants and professors,
looks for candidates who already
know something about wdting, are
good teachers, and show potential for
becoming skilled teacher trainers.
During the summer session, the teach-

What Gray was
really after was
nothing less than
"a revolution in
the treatment
of teachers."
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ers write learn about writing from
each other and from research, work in
writing/editing groups of about five
teachers, and begin to practice how to
teach other teachers. In the process.
teachers often form ideas for their
own research and establish subgroups
(ES1. or mathematics or high school or
elementary teachers) that continue Le-
yond the course. However, the real
force of the project is in the writing the
teachers do. "As good as everything
else has been," one teacher said, 'I've
learned more about teaching wilting
from writing than from anything else."
During their own writing, teachers
experience what their students go
through, what revision means, which
assignments work, the joy that can
come from writing, and how much
more there is to learn about writing,
both practice and theory.

More Than a Bare
Writing Course
The National Writing Project has al-
ways been more than a bare writing
course. Its consistent appeal to teach-
ers, and probably a main reason for its
extraordinary expansion, according to
Gray, is that "we have a great interest,
and have from the beginni tg, in the
professionalization of teachers, so
we're constantly stretching the oppor-
tunities open to teachers. . " The

The project attracts
teachers of all
disciplines,
particularly those
who want to grow
professionally
through writing or
to help students
learn through
writing.

project, of course, appeals to English
teachers and elementary teachers who
are interested in writing but also at-
tracts teachers orall disciplines, partic-
ularly those who want to grow profes-
sionally through writing or to help
students learn through wilting.

For example, Gray told me about
Bob Tierney, a California science
teacher and football coach, whose
experience with the project led him to

National Writing Projecb Basic Assumptions

1. Student writing can be improved by improving the teathing of writing, and the
best teacher of teachers is another t

2. Programs designed to improve the teaching of writing must involve teachers at
all grade levels from all subject areas.

3. The writing problem can best be solved through cooperatively planned
university-Wiool programs.

4. Change can best be accomplished, not by transient consultants or by prepack-
aged systems, but by those who work in the schools.

S. Meaningful change can occur only over time. Staff development programs must
be ongoing and systematic.

6. What is known about the teaching of writing comes not only (TOM research but
from the practice of those who teach writing.

7. Teachers of writing must write.

4

conduct his own research, an effort
that has grown SO much that it is now
lame enough to be called the "teach-
er-researcher movement." Tierney's
hypothesis W2S that if students wrote a
great deal in science, they would know
and retain more at the end of the year
than students who did little writing.
So he learned how to set up an
experiment, worked with a col-
league, and then tested his idea. To
his dismay, however, his first test
found no significant difference be-
tween the achievement levels of the
writing and the non-writing classes.
However, Tierney felt certain there
bad been a difference. A year later,
when he tested the students, his per-
ception proved accurate: "The class
that had written had continued to
understand and remember what they
had learned" (Tierney, n.d.). Later,
Tierney reversed roles with his col-
league and did the study againwith
the same dramatic results.

The professional growth of teachers
is a valuable outcome of the project. It
is now common in NWP sites to find
teachers keeping diaries of classroom
observations and getting involved in
research questions. For example,
Marian Mohr, a Fairfax County, Vir-
glnia, high school teacler and co-di-
rector of the Northern V rginia Writing
Project, leads workshops on teacher
research. And several New York teach-
ers collaborated with Professors Son-
dra Perl and Nancy Wilson on an eth-
nographic study of writing, and the
upshot was !- book tided lbrougb
Teacbers' Er, oerl and Wilson 198t.,
Heinemann

A Model of Simplicity
and Strength
Since its incepdon, nearly a million
teacheis have been touched in some
way by the National Writing Project,
which today has 166 sites in 46 states
and 7 foreign countries. The project has
a director, a co-direaor, 11 regional
direaors, an advisosy board, a publica-
tions list, a fund-raising program, and a
series of national and regional meetings
throughout the yearnot to mention "a
realistic goal of establishing 250 sites
nationwide." The power, the appeal,
and the efficacy of the projea arc be-
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The power, the
appeal, and the
efficacy of the
project are beyond
question. Yet the
model is simplicity
itseffand perhaps
therein lies its
strength and
durability.

yond question. Yet the model is simplic-
ity itselfand perhaps therein lies its
strengh and durability.

Of Gray's work with the project,
former Secretary of Education William
Bennett wrote in a letter,

The model staff development program you
have developed, that has universities work-
ing together with schools al all levels,
merits the support of those who value
excellence in education.

John Hall of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities stated un-
equivocally in a letter that

the National Writing Project has been by far
the most effective and -cost-effective" prof-
ect in the history of the Endowment's
support for elementary and secondary, ed-
ucation programs.

The encomiums from education leaden
and others r ) on and on: James Howard
of the Cor il of Basic Education, cur-
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riculum expert James Moffett, even
Roger Rosenbbn of Time magazine
have applauded Gray's efforts. But per-
haps Paul Diedetich of Educational Test-
ing Service, in the r.oncluding section of
his evaluation of the Writing Project, said
it be% and mast forcefully:

With all my bias in favor of hard data, I am
already pretty sure that this is one of those
Was that will lastlike Langdell's inven-
tion of the case method of vaulting law
about 1870.

An Obvious Idea
In recognition of Gray's achievement,
in 1980 UC-Berkeley granted him a
senior lectureship and permanency of
employment. He is the only director
the National Writing Project has ever
hadits founder, leader, and inspira-
tion. Through perseverance and the
steady refinement of his basic ideas,
Gray has turned the project into what
the American Ass( dation for Higher
Education called "an outstanding and
nationally significant example of how
schools and colleges can collaborate
to improve American education" and
what the National Council of Teach-
ers of English called "an exemplary
naticaal resource." He sees the sim-
ple, powerful truths that support
universiry-school collaboration with
reassuring clarity. He is as respectful
of teacher knowledge as any figure in
American education.

Yet Jim Gray claims that all he did
W2S follow the obvious: "I just don't
see any differences between academ-
ia and high schDI or elementary
teachen. Ie like for granted that, to
be effectim a professor will have to bc:
a continuina scholar. I take for grantee
that continuing education has to hap-
pen for the high school and elemen-
ury school teacher as well. That's such
an obvious idea."0
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